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Chris Keefer, surrounded by his wife and two daughters, speaks at the memorial service for his son on the Mount Vernon Campus Friday. Sean Keefer was found dead Jan. 21 in his West Hall bedroom.

SEAN KEEFER, 1994-2014

Mourning a brilliant mind lost in ‘a dark place’
“What I would implore all
of you to do, all of you young
people, is if you ever feel that
you want to go to a dark place,
don’t go alone.”

SARAH FERRIS & COLLEEN MURPHY
HATCHET EDITORS

S

ean Keefer’s twin high school-aged sisters had always looked up to their older
brother – a coding whiz kid with a smile
that charmed professors. The three siblings never fought, which his father admitted was unusual.
“When he was alive, I would be embarrassed
to tell people that,” Chris Keefer, Sean’s father,
said. Now, four days after his son’s death, it’s one

CHRIS KEEFER | Father of Sean Keefer
dead in his bedroom in West Hall on the Mount
Vernon Campus on Tuesday. The city’s chief
medical examiner has not released the cause of

As Chris Keefer spoke to more than 200 of
his son’s former classmates on Friday, he held his
wife, Christine, and daughters tightly, just like he
did Tuesday night when the family learned of
Sean’s death and comforted each other by staying
in one bed.
The Keefers, who live in West Linn, Ore., had
last heard from Sean on Sunday night. The family
had missed his call while the four of them played
a board game, but then couldn’t reach him.
“We got his voicemail, and he mentioned to
us that he was lonely. And we called him back
and we didn’t hear back from him,” Chris Keefer
told the packed room of students, professors and
administrators who gathered in Ames Hall to celebrate his son’s life.
The freshman – a computer science and
mathematics major in some of the University’s
most prestigious academic programs – was found

ing it as a homicide.
Chris Keefer, who said he had not prepared
remarks ahead, asked that students learn from
his family’s tragedy by not giving into their
own loneliness – and to look after each other.
“The pain that we have been through, I
realized that that pain resonates to all of you.
And I look at your faces, and I don’t know
who you are, and I know that, unfortunately,
my son ended up going to a dark place. And
he went to a dark place alone,” Chris Keefer
said.
“So what I would implore all of you to do,
all of you young people, is if you ever feel that
you want to go to a dark place, don’t go alone.
Okay? I want you to go to your friends, go to
your family. It does not matter if you’re mad
at your mom or dad or brother or sister. Call
them.”
He added that he didn’t want anyone who
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Sean Keefer, who died Tuesday, was remembered
by professors as a star student with a charming
smile. He was learning Ph.D-level material as a
freshman and was in the University’s most
prestigious academic scholarship program.

See KEEFER Page 3

For foreign students,
a more taxing job hunt

Fundraising chief hints
at string of mega gifts
Donations would help
jolt likely $1B campaign
NORA PRINCIOTTI
HATCHET STAFF WRITER

Fundraising is again on the
decline so far this academic year,
but a top administrator hinted this
week that the University will likely
receive several large donations and
by the summer.
Donations slipped a few percentage points so far this year, after
a $17 million fundraising slump
last year. But in a rare announcement of potential gifts, Vice President for Development and Alumni
Relations Michael Morsberger said
multiple big donations will likely
come to fruition this year.
“It’s not all wrapped up with
a bow on it, but we expect to have
two or three major gift announcements sometime this winter or
spring,” Morsberger said. “The
timing of those things is dependent
on the donors. It’s their money.”

dent” that the gifts will put 2014’s
fundraising total over the largest
total in its history, when GW raised
$120 million in 2012. That total included the largest gift in its history:
$25 million toward the GW Museum and Textile Museum.
Multi-million
dollar
gifts
would help GW’s fundraising rebound after last year, when the
years. With a more than $1 billion
campaign about to go public, likely
in 2014, Morsberger said it would
help the campaign start strong.
Michael Nilsen, vice president
of Fundraising Professionals, said
it’s common for colleges try to gain
momentum near a campaign by
waiting to announce large gifts.
“When you’re having a big
campaign, you want to come out
strong,” Nilsen said. “Major donors
are looking at that campaign.”
For years, fundraisers have
searched for large donors to name
the soon-to-open Science and Engineering Hall and the School of

SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING HALL

Career center wades into international support
EMMA ATWOOD
HATCHET REPORTER

SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH
AND HEALTH SERVICES
TOP PHOTO BY MIRANDA HOUCHINS |
HATCHET PHOTOGRAPHER
BOTTOM PHOTO BY SAM HARDGROVE |
HATCHET STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

If the mega gifts teased by fundraising chief Michael Morsberger come
to fruition, they could pay for GW’s
priciest academic buildings. The
$75 million public health building,
to open in March while the $275
million Science and Engineering
Hall opens next January.

Computer science master’s student Yilun Huang has years of experience coding with complex programing languages. But when he goes into
job interviews, he has to ask potential
employers to repeat questions and
even write them down on a piece of
paper, creating awkward silences as
he takes time to respond.
Huang is one of 3,560 international students studying at GW this year,
many of whom face language and cul-

ture barriers when applying for jobs
in the U.S. And many, whose majors
range from systems engineering to
math, say they are underprepared.
America, we all know that. For international student, English is not their
strength,” Huang, a Chinese citizen,
said.
The University, planning for a
jump in foreign enrollment in the
See INTERNATIONAL Page 6

JAMIE FINKELSTEIN
| HATCHET STAFF
PHOTOGRAPHER
Eamin Zhang, a
computer science
master’s student, said
federal restrictions
often prevent
international students
from finding steady
employment.

See FUNDRAISING Page 3
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Keefer was ‘old-school gentleman’
From Page 1
came to the podium
minutes after meeting
with the Keefer family,
praised the top-achieving freshman for his kind
and compassionate character. He stressed the importance of healing as a
community.
“This is the kind of
event that reminds us of
the importance of being
a community of taking
care of ourselves, taking care of each other,”
Knapp said.
Others who spoke at
the memorial, including
Peter Konwerski, echoed
the call for companionship in the wake of Keefer’s death.
“We need to be together, we need to stick
together,”
Konwerski
of the ceremony. “Look
out for each other, take
care of each other.”
Keefer had that tendency to help others,
friends said.
Ryan Rothstein, a former Jesuit High School
classmate who is now
a freshman at Catholic
University, said Keefer
had helped him through
his own tough period
in high school by eating lunch with him their
freshman year.
Some of Keefer’s high
school classmates held

their own memorial services for him, at schools
including University of
Oregon, University of
Notre Dame and Boston
College.
When he came to GW,
Keefer had already taken
every possible math class
at his high school and the
local college, Portland
State University, his father said. He received

that he had.”
Keefer was one of
four freshmen to receive
the Clark Engineering
scholarship, one of the
University’s highest academic honors, which his
father said was one of his
main attractions to GW.
Even within that elite
group, professors said
Keefer stood out, performing on the level of

13 and taught himself to
code.
Just a few weeks after Keefer arrived at GW,
he emailed the head of a
data-driven transparency
company called the Open
Gov Foundation and announced that he was going to create products
that would change lives.
“‘Who is this kid?’
I thought. ‘How could
someone that young be
that accomplished and

and they were already
jockeying to recruit him
for their own research.
Computer science professor Poorvi Vora said
Keefer was bored in her
sophomore-level class so
she would meet with him
weekly to review graduatelevel coursework. While he
was quiet, Vora described
Keefer as a courteous “oldschool gentleman” with
one of the brightest smiles
she’d ever seen.
“It was the professor’s reward,” Vora said.
“You don’t need words
always to convey warmth
or feeling.”
Tim Wood, an assistant professor of computer science who taught
Keefer last fall, said losing him was devastating for his department,
the University and “the
world.”
“I’m sorry that all of
us are going to miss out
on the things he was capable of doing,” Wood
said.

people?’ Either he was
pulling my leg, or he was
going to be a rockstar,”
Seamus Kraft, who led
the six-person team, remembered Friday. “Sean
was a rockstar.”
Sharing a workspace
with Keefer for four
months, Kraft said he
was immediately struck
by the freshman’s enormous abilities and passion for coding. He said
Keefer was “just beginning to grasp the gifts

Fundraising on decline again
From Page 1
Public Health and
Health Sciences building, as well as the GW
School of Business. The
University has raised
less than 10 percent of
what it needs for the science building, and ad-

ministrators have been
gunning to name the
business school for the
past few years.
But GW has struggled to bag large gifts
compared to its peers. In
nearly 200 years in Foggy
Bottom, GW has counted
just 10 gifts that top $10
million. The University’s

largest gift is far behind
that of Georgetown University which received a
$100 million gift last fall
to go toward its $1.5 billion campaign.
On average, university campaigns rely on
large donors for more
than three-quarters of
the total gift amount.
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Gelman Library entrance floor’s $16 million renovation has inspired visions of more upgrades.

Official pushes for library upgrades
The head of Gelman Library is lobbying
top leaders to overhaul the entire building
over the next several years, with plans to ask
the Board of Trustees to fund a design this
summer.
University Librarian Geneva Henry said
future renovations to the building would call
for new labs and technology that could be
used to lure donors, rather than asking for
broader construction funding. A team of architects would draw up plans to redesign the
board approval, just a few months after GW
unveiled $16 million-worth of upgrades to its
librarian, said she knows full renovations will

be pricey – and years away. Gelman administrators and students lobbied for several years
before the University set aside the millions for
A year ago, campus tours would not bring
prospective students into the building. Now,
also uses it as part of a strategy to increase
with the University’s likely $1 billion fundraising strategy that will launch later this year.
“You bring them into this space that is really a great space and everyone is awed,” she
said. “When you start to walk around to the
other areas, that’s when you can start talking
about things we could do in here,” she said.
-Mary Ellen McIntire

Business school donations drop by third
Donations to the GW
School of Business have
shrunk by one-third over the
of its dean and public clashes
over a wide budget shortfall.
since hiring Doug Guthrie in
2010 is a key loss just months
away from GW’s largestever fundraising campaign.
Guthrie, who had boasted double-digit increases
during most of his threegust after he failed to resolve
$13 million in overspending
fundraising chief Michael

Morsberger said gifts to the
school will bounce back after
it hires a permanent leader
over the next few months.
He said interim leaders –
who can’t present long-term
goals – often struggle to attract new donors.
“Generally, whenever
there is a dean change, [fundraising] goes down. Even
in the best case scenarios, it
will go down, because your
biggest donors want to meet
with the dean. They want to
know the vision, where are
we going,” Morsberger said.
Professors
attributed
the decline to a mix of the

school’s temporary leadership as well as its reputation
spread last fall.
Robin Tarpley, an associate professor of accounting, said Guthrie’s wellwas reported by national
news outlets including the
Washington Post, may have
“The news raised a
lot of questions and probably could have brought
doubt about what was
going on in the school,”
she said.
- Mary Ellen McIntire
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Turn to each
other in wake of
student passing
Remembering moving
words from memorial

I

t was 10 degrees below freezing
Friday afternoon. But Dean of

standing at a podium in a room
of teary-eyed faculty, administrators
and students, reminded us that Ames
Hall Room B101 was the warmest
place on campus.

Justin Peligri
Opinions Editor
“I just want you to think about
that sense of community, to think
about what it is to lose a Colonial,”
he said at the campus memorial service for freshman Sean Keefer, who
was found dead Tuesday.
Classmates, friends and professors
all raved about his life, his kindness, his
genius. The sentiment was unanimous
and resounding: Keefer was an extraordinary person with a brilliant smile.
But at times, it wasn’t exactly clear
what students should have been thinking about or what they should have
been feeling that afternoon. Sean was
pus in three years, rocking the student
body in a way many have not felt before.
We feel sadness. The more you
learned about Sean – his devotedness,
his wit – the more you wished you could
have been his best friend.
We feel heartache. We watched a
grieving family of four – a father, mother, two twin sisters still in high school
– who just last weekend were playing
board games together. The last phone
call they’d ever receive from their son
and older brother went to voicemail.
We feel regret. Was there anything
anyone could have done – any small
gesture of friendship or camaraderie –
to alleviate his pain?
At the vigil, Chris Keefer, Sean’s father, said, “I lost 25 percent of my family
Tuesday.”
After hearing those words, it’s easy
to be left with a pervasive sense of confusion – wondering whether or not there
was something any of us could have
done to prevent such a crushing loss.
But Chris Keefer also had this to say:
“Anybody who feels any guilt –
don’t feel guilty. [My wife] Christine
and I are struggling with that. We’ll be
who are close to Sean: I don’t want any
guilt felt, okay?”
After he said those words, he paused
and looked around the room. He locked
eyes with the people sitting and standing along the wall, as if to drive home
his point and make sure he was clear:
He was talking to every person there.
He didn’t know the majority of the
people in that room, he admitted. He
spoke authoritatively and passionately,
but it still felt incredibly intimate. He
had important advice to give.
“I want you to go to your friends,
go to your family,” he said. “It does not
matter if you’re mad at your mom or
dad or brother or sister. Call them.”
far more than any scripted words could
have.
But at the end of the day, something
is not the same at GW. From here on
out, students will need to cope with the
fact that in a few years, one seat during
Commencement will remain vacant.
We’ll need to grapple with the idea
that one student left our school and our
world far too prematurely.
The loss is a reminder that day in
and day out, we’re all intertwined. That
the “education” line on our resumes is
something we all share, sure, but we
shouldn’t forget that we’re all here for
one another – on good days, but on bad
ones, too.
“What I would implore all of you
to do,” Chris Keefer said, “All of you
young people, is if you ever feel that
you want to go to a dark place, don’t go
alone. Okay?”
–Justin Peligri, a junior majoring in
political communication, is The Hatchet’s
opinions editor.
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“A pregnant woman carries with her not one life, but
two. And that second life is worth something, too.”

–CHASE HARDIN PODPNJOHPVUBTBQSPMJGF%FNPDSBUt+BO

STAFF EDITORIAL

GW NEEDS REAL AFFORDABILITY GOALS
University President Steven
Knapp enjoyed facetime with
higher education leaders and
President Barack Obama about a
week ago at the White House to
brainstorm ways to make college
really wants to make a GW degree attainable for low-income
students and their families,
schmoozing with Obama won’t
cut it.
The University committed
to a series of small projects, like
putting on workshops about the
college application process for
low-income local students. But
compared to other private colleges at the White House event,
progress.
When GW makes a true
commitment to something, administrators back up promises
with hard goals and numbers.
For example, the decadelong strategic plan outlines speinternational undergraduates on
campus to 15 percent of the student body. International students
by and large pay nearly the full
sticker price and don’t rely on
federal aid, helping the University’s bottom line.
To hire better teachers and
innovators, the University has
set its sights on hiring 50 to 100

When GW makes a true commitment
to something, administrators back up
promises with hard goals and numbers.
research faculty. Undergraduate
research is Knapp’s focus, so 10
the ground.
But the University won’t
commit to the same kind of clear
benchmarks when it comes to
increasing the number of Pell
Grant-eligible students. Administrators have not attached hard
goals to lowering the average
price that students pay tuition
left with vague promises and few
serious.
To be fair, the University has
made some strides. The ratio of
Pell Grant-eligible students has
risen from 9 percent to 14 percent
nancial crisis, with more money
going toward need-based aid.
Adding scholarships is also a top
priority for fundraisers.
But GW won’t be able to reel
a way to alleviate the pains of a
daunting sticker price, as Knapp
has admitted. Pell Grant-eligible
students paid $14,670 a year after

2011, making low-income GW
students pay more than peers at
other private colleges, according
to a 2013 New America Foundation study.
Other top-tier schools have
already taken substantive action
ition.
Northwestern University, for
example, plans to enroll at least
100 students from local public
high schools. Franklin & Marshall College pledged to expand
cent next year.
To make GW more attractive
to local, low-income students,
administrators don’t have to start
from scratch. In fact, it has a series
in place. Take, for example, the
SJT Scholarships, awarded to 10
students from D.C. high schools.
This program was instituted
over a decade ago. Over the next
of these scholarships, with a speits own backyard. We shouldn’t
be content to settle for onetenth of what competitor school
Northwestern has pledged.

But GW shouldn’t stop there.
The GW School of Nursing,
located on the Virginia Science
and Technology Campus, makes
it easier for community college
students in Virginia to transfer
credits, cut costs and graduate
in four years. Why not expand
this program – extending college
nity college students in Virginia,
but at community colleges in
low-income areas of Maryland
and the District?
Former University President
Stephen Joel Trachtenberg, now
a higher education consultant,
argued that the burden lies with
the federal government to boost
funding for the national Pell
Grant program. Otherwise, makbattle.
the hook. Administrators still
have questions to answer.
How many Pell Grant-eligible students should the Uniyears? How much should they
be paying for their degrees? If
the University wants to think
needs to hold itself accountable. We’ve learned about almost every other goal GW has
for the next 10 years.
Where are the University’s

COMING UP ON

THE FORUM
Three weeks after returning to
DBNQVTGSPN3JPEF+BOFJSP 
Brazil, columnist Marissa
Fretes realizes that reverse
culture shock is real: “I’ve
had more moments just short
of dramatic existential crises
than I’d like to count, and the
TFNFTUFSTCBSFMZCFHVOw

READ IT ONLINE TUESDAY

A jarring homecoming after
study abroad Cartoon by Jay Fondin

A Band-Aid for the business school’s deep cuts

A

David Ellis

School of Business’
new requirement that
most undergraduates

Writer

seems like a good deal.

ployers say they want new hires
to have a strong liberal arts background, according to a survey
last year from the Association
of American Colleges and Universities, leaders in the business
school say this change will give
prove graduates’ credentials.
But when you actually sit
down and think about it, you
realize that this just creates new
restrictions under the guise of
improving career prospects. This
supposedly
forward-thinking
move – approved by faculty last
month – is a mirage of progress.
By requiring students to minor, they have to pile on credits
role of college is to stimulate intellectual curiosity among students’ areas of interest, not to
mandate students take multiple
explore.
Let’s say a student thinks
they want to minor in philosophy, but they realize after taking two classes they like history
more. Under the new plan, that
student would be hard-pressed

to pursue their true interest because they are two classes deep
in a minor they can’t easily leave.
If they do change minors, they
might struggle to graduate on
From logic to information
systems, I’ve been able to explore
a variety of classes through two
and a half years in the business
school without a minor.
I was only able to do this
because I wasn’t pigeonholed
into a required minor outside
the school from my freshman
year until graduation day. I had
semester’s worth of unrestricted
and upper-level electives. I could
take classes, realize I didn’t like
them, and try others the next
semester, instead of worrying
about having enough time to
successfully complete a major
and a minor.
For incoming students, that’s
all about to change.
The business school did
make some smart moves. For
instance, the college decreased
the number of business-focused
requirements to make room for
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Changes to the
business school
curriculum should
be about a holistic
education – not
about liberal arts
or critical thinking
buzzwords.
the credits students will earn
while pursuing a minor. But we
shouldn’t outsource the development of business students’ critical thinking skills to the Elliott
the Columbian College of Arts
and Sciences.
That’s a task that the business school should be able to accomplish internally by hiring its
own army of interdisciplinaryfocused professors and developing an innovative curriculum.
Student satisfaction in the business school might be low – but
that won’t change if students
feel coerced into taking on a minor outside the school. It’ll only
change if the school itself works
to improve.
Plus, this model will suck up
resources for the University as a
whole. For instance, anthropology professors and students saw

overcrowding because Elliott
Columbian College classes due
to overlapping credits. This will
likely be the case with business
students as well.
A better model for GW
where all business students
get a breadth of experience
through diverse liberal arts
requirements, while leaving
the credits open for students
to minor – if they choose.
That’s how you improve the
value of a degree and increase
student satisfaction.
According to Bloomberg
Businessweek’s annual rankings, the business school is
ranked No. 71 in the country
– a figure that has gone down
in recent years primarily due
to consistently decreasing
student happiness. Students
want to be pushed outside
their academic boundaries
– but not forced into a rigid
curriculum.
Changes to the business
school curriculum should be
about a holistic education – not
about liberal arts or critical thinking buzzwords. The school needs
to make itself a place where students genuinely want to spend
four years.
–David Ellis is a junior
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THE

GAMES

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL

OF THE WEEK

NUMBER

CRUNCH

9

MEN’S GOLF

vs. Rhode Island
4BUVSEBZtQN
4NJUI$FOUFS

"SJ[POB*OWJUBUJPOBM
Monday and Tuesday

Entering an important week of play
after dropping two straight games,
the Colonials will look to defend
their 10-3 home record against
the Rams.

GW opens its spring season in
Arizona where they will square off
against top collegiate programs like
No. 3 California, No. 16 New Mexico,
and No. 24 USC.

5VDTPO "SJ[4FXBJMP(PMG$MVC

The number of consecutive home wins by the men’s basketball team. The Colonials
look to defend the streak against La Salle on Wednesday at 7 p.m.

Preview:5FOOJTUFBNT
USZUPGPSHFPXOJEFOUJUJFT
NICK ONG
SPORTS EDITOR

One coach, two very different teams. That’s the story
of head coach Greg Munoz
and this year's men’s and
women’s tennis teams.
For the men – a nationally ranked squad that barely
has enough players to fill out
a roster. For the women –
plenty of depth, but not quite
enough firepower yet to be a
conference contender.

Men’s tennis

CAMERON LANCASTER | ASSISTANT PHOTO EDITOR
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Colonials go for revenge against Explorers
NICK ONG
SPORTS EDITOR

Three weeks isn’t much time, but
since the Colonials’ conference-opening
loss to La Salle, so much has changed.
GW (16-3, 4-1) will be without its
biggest playmaker – Kethan Savage –
and La Salle (11-8, 3-2) has proven it can
keep up with the conference’s best.
To grab revenge on their home
court and continue a four-game winning streak, the Colonials will need to
put the memories of the loss behind
them and keep the Explorers’ guards in
front of them this time around.
In the first matchup, La Salle’s
quick-footed guards torched GW for
a combined 45 points. Sam Mills led
the way with 17 points, draining buckets from beyond the arc and slashing
through every defensive combination
that the Colonials threw at him.
The loss of Savage could be glaring
against the Explorers’ backcourt. The
sophomore was the fastest GW guard

LA SALLE

 
When? 8FEOFTEBZ QN
Where? 4NJUI$FOUFS
A-10 ranking: 7th
Last game: -PTUUP7$6 

and the best option on defense to keep
up with La Salle’s four-guard lineup.
"We have no one on our team really that plays like Kethan, so we're
just gonna have to make up for his rebounds and some of the things he does
as a team," Lonergan said. "
Sophomore Joe McDonald will
need to answer back with some similar
play from Saturday’s win over George
Mason, in which he scored 14 secondhalf points. Last time out, GW shot only
38 percent from the field against the Explorers.
Fortunately, McDonald will have
help from GW’s best player as of late:
sophomore Patricio Garino. The forward and fast-break specialist scored 15

points off the bench in the last meeting
with La Salle, and hasn’t looked back
since. To get some easy buckets, GW
will need his energy, aggressiveness
and quick hands.
The Explorers don’t stand out
statistically as a team, but individually, they have three players – Tyrone
Garland, Tyreek Duren and Jerrell
Wright – scoring in double figures.
Garland leads the way with 14.8
points per game, while Duren ranks
second in the A-10 in assist-to-turnover ratio.
Bottom line: In the first meeting,
GW played one of its worst games of
the season, yet still found itself competing for the win. Had it not been for
a last-second charge call on McDonald,
the Colonials could be undefeated in
A-10 play right now. Unless La Salle’s
backcourt catches fire like it did last
time, GW’s homecourt advantage
should give them the edge.
–Sean Hurd contributed to this report.
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The Colonials enter the
spring season with a No.
74 national ranking and a
chip on their shoulder. For
the fourth straight year, GW
made it to the Atlantic 10
Championship match, and
for the first time in that span,
they came out unsuccessfully.
Now, the Colonials have
several other opponents
targeted on their very
tough schedule, including No. 24 LSU and
No. 19 Wake Forest.
When asked
how the team
will find success
over this tough,
long
calendar,
junior Francisco
Dias didn't waste
time with a response:
The
small details
matter.
This is
especially
true
for
a team

that, despite adding freshman Julius Tverijonas – a
Lithuanian with pro circuit
experience – comes into the
season with only seven players on its roster. To compete
for a title, a healthy roster will
be key.
But the team also has a
good problem: They “have
four players who could play
the No. 1 spot," Dias said.
Along with Dias and
Tverijonas, the men’s team
boasts the No. 124 ranked
singles player – Nikita Fomin
– and sophomore Dan––il
Zelenkov, who is coming off
a stellar freshman campaign .

Women’s tennis

Munoz may have eight
years under his belt as the
men’s coach, but with the
women’s team, he’s entering
completely unchartered territory.
“I was prepared for the
worst and I was pleasantly
surprised,” Munoz said.
“This is a great group of ladies, so no problems.”
He inherits a team that
went 11-8 last season before
losing in the quarterfinals of
the A-10 tournament to UMass.
In the Colonials'
favor this season, though, is
their depth.
Unlike
the
men’s team, the
women boast a deep
nine-player roster,
led by senior Leah
Pascarella
and
sophomore Lana
Robins.
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PUTTING GW’S INTERNSHIP
NUMBERS TO GOOD USE
A columnist reflects on his
decision to finally grab an
internship as a senior – after
The Hatchet asked career center
years of hyping up GW’s
head Rachel Brown about the biggest internship statistics as an
interview mistakes she’s seen and how admissions staffer.
you can improve your resumé.

HOW TO ACE AN INTERVIEW

WHERE DO GW GRADS LIVE?
See what the top cities with
GW alumni have to offer
recent grads.

METRO AREAS WITH
MOST GW ALUMNI

5,500
BOSTON

17,200
NEW YORK CITY

6,700
PHILADELPHIA

7,900
BALTIMORE

84,200
D.C.

Internship Nightmares
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OLIVIA KANTOR
ASSISTANT CULTURE EDITOR

During the government shutdown last fall, the
phones in Capitol Hill ofSAMUEL KLEIN | PHOTO EDITOR

Senior Ty Miranda said the first thing people ask her when she says she’s a religion major is, “What are you going to do
with that?” Recent studies show that liberal arts majors end up outearning those with professional degrees.

WHY YOUR LIBERAL ARTS DEGREE
WON’T LEAVE YOU PENNILESS
ALLISON KOWALSKI
& EMILY HOLLAND
CULTURE EDITORS

Sophomore Katherine
Bradshaw’s friends have
joked that she’s “majoring
in starvation.”
The classical studies
encompasses language, architecture, art and history –
is knee-deep in what many
have started to consider a
vides little return on investment from a college degree.
But Bradshaw isn’t concerned – and new studies
back her up.
“I think it’s one of those
studies that will never really
run out because we all want
to understand the people
around us and the world
around us and what that
means to live, in this world,
a good and meaningful life,”
Bradshaw said.
The sophomore sees her
major as one that can lead
ing

history,

archaeology,

interned at the Shakespeare
Theatre Company and assisted teaching a Latin class
at the School Without Walls.
Bradshaw said she
hopes to further blend her
classics and Shakespearean
interests in graduate school.
After that, she wants to
teach students the importance and relevance of ancient texts.
Liberal arts majors, from
philosophy to American
studies, sometimes become

the butt of jokes, especially
as everyone from parents to
the president focus on how
degrees prepare students for
careers.
But the Association of
American Colleges and Universities published a report
last week showing that four
students to acquire a broad
knowledge in the liberal arts
and sciences.
Particularly,
students
like Bradshaw who are liberal arts majors, and later
go to graduate school, eventually out-earn their peers
with pre-professional majors, like business.
“That’s a myth that
somehow if you major in
humanities or the liberal
arts, you will face lifelong
struggles with unemployment,” said Carrie Johnson,
one of the association’s directors. “Liberal arts majors
are teachers, managers, chief
executives, clergy, and marketing and sales managers,
among other things.”
Ninety-three percent of
employers preferred candidates who demonstrated
capacity to think critically,
communicate clearly, and
solve complex problems –
not caring as much about
their chosen undergraduate major, according to the
report.
That kind of data helps
back up students like senior
Ty Miranda. She said the
when she says she’s a religion major is, “What are you
going to do with that?”

AVERAGE INCOME BY AGE GROUP AND FIELD

GRAPHIC BY NICK RICE | VISUAL DIRECTOR

“You know, it started
from an interest, to a fascination, to how can I mold
religion around my career
and my career path. So I really give them my plan and
that usually shuts them up,”
Miranda said.
Daniel Marschall, an
adjunct professor who
teaches about the sociology
of careers, said the lists that
that the science behind it can
“They’ve taken statistics, they’ve taken analysis,
they’ve studied institutions carefully and they can
kind of understand organizations,” Marschall said.
“They’ve studied social
problems and what solutions may be based on scienDameon Alexander, a
lecturer whose course fo-

cuses on the sociology of education, said business and
who take his classes seem
to have a better understanding of the communities and
social consequences they’ll
work with.
Bradshaw was always
interested in Greek mytholdecision to become a classical studies major while taking classes exploring Greek
and Roman literature in
high school.
With the help of her adviser, professor of classics
Elizabeth Fisher, Bradshaw
was able to assist and teach
a Latin class at the School
Without Walls, allowing her
to explore a teaching path.
“There are many directions a classical studies degree can take a student – Ted
Turner, for example, was a
classics major as an undergraduate,” Fisher said.

Constituents eager to voice
their complaints launched
into angry tirades.
Against this barrage
of frustrated callers, the
line of defense. Rachael*, a
sophomore manning the
phones in her congressher dream internship morphing into a nightmare.
“The worst was when
some of the constituents
would make it really personal and insult me or the
congressman, claiming that
he didn’t know anything or
that I was stupid,” Rachael
said. “I’d be like, well, I’m
not the congressman and
I’m just 19.”
For GW’s legions of political junkies and CEOs-intraining, escaping campus
to intern several hours a
week at a boldfaced government agency or Fortune
500 Company represents
the ultimate career move.
But beneath the prestige and the high expectations, the real world awaits.
Day-to-day life for interns
can be stressful, overwhelming and occasionally
downright uncomfortable.
“My boss would tell
us really personal stories
about his dating life and his
Tinder and how he moved
in with his girlfriend and
then broke up and had to
move out. He treated us
like his therapist and even
cried one time,” said Sarah,
a senior who worked for a
agency.
Inappropriate bosses
and government shutdowns aside, the most
stressful aspect of unpaid internships is far
less dramatic.
Finding time to go to
class, work on homework
and get sleep becomes increasingly complicated as
rigorous internships eat
up hours during the day.
While determined interns

personal time for the good
of their future career, the
demands can pile up.
“As someone who had
full class load, was writing a thesis and worked 30
hours a week unpaid, I was
never sleeping and always
exhausted. My teachers
kind of thought I slacked
intern coordinator,” Sarah
said.
If juggling homework
and work hours wasn’t difther aggravated by hours
spent idly waiting for the
phone to ring.
“I would just be at
work, after we were just
getting out of recess and
nobody was calling. I was
just sitting there, working 17 hours a week doing
nothing when I could be
home writing an essay,”
Rachael said.
Still, for a large segment of the population
for free, internships bear
great risks.
These situations become especially frustrating
internships become increasingly hazy. Sixty-four
percent of GW’s 2012 graduating class percent had
interned during their time
at GW, but only 39 percent
graduated with a full-time
job.
Ultimately,
students
say it can be up to the intern
to determine what they’re
getting out of their experience.
“Lower the expectation
of ‘I’m going to change the
world.’ You’re not,” Zack,
a sophomore who interned
for nine months in the Senate, advised.
“Granted, that doesn’t
mean anything bad. You’re
going to be doing a lot of
research, working on a lot
of smaller projects, running things to other ofmeaningful and still be
fun,” he said.
*The Hatchet granted
anonymity to students in
this story so they could speak
freely about former employers.

Services added for foreign students
From Page 1
coming years, doesn’t track
how often international graduates land jobs. But the Center for Career Services will
launch two new programs
over the next few months to
help international students
make the most of job fairs and
write strong cover letters.
It could be part of a larger
remodeling of the career center to better provide help to
international students, as the
dents and partners with writing programs like English for
Academic Purposes.
For years, the University has capitalized on foreign student enrollment.
GW pulled in $110 million in
tuition revenue from international students in 2011-2012,
which surpassed Georgetown University by $40 million, according to a report last
year by NAFSA: Association
of International Educators.
Now, to ensure a return
on foreign students’ investments, the University will

also start to create events like
an international alumni and
student networking night to
help students looking for jobs
connect with potential mentors.
Anne Scammon, a managing director at the career

fairs each semester, solely for
employers set on hiring international students.
Because of working restrictions on international
students’ visa, they have
time limits on how long
they can work. That makes

have to make sure the programs help the broad range of
issues international students
face in their job searches.
She said they will have
to “to build a curriculum
that provides the necessary
knowledge and skills for international students to successfully meet their career
goals.”
But the hurdles are already towering over international students, whose numbers will surge over the next
decade at GW.
Several international students said the services need
to focus on connecting students with employers who
will hire non-U.S. citizens.
The idea gained traction last
year when one Student Association candidate vowed
to start a program of career

ships when they do not
have much control over
the span of the job, graduate student Eamin Zhang
said.
The computer science
graduate student said he
can’t get a paid internship
rectly related to his major.
He then has to request to
have it approved by the
University for academic
value. It also can’t be more
than 20 hours a week.
“If you’re trying to get
a full-time permanent job,
then you need a company
to sponsor your work visa,
which a lot of companies
do, but it can also be a big
barrier since some companies have a policy of not
sponsoring H-1B work visas,” Zhang said.
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VISUALIZED

by NICK RICE

SOURCE: NBC WASHINGTON, DULLES CORRDIDOR METRORAIL PROJECT

DRUG LAW VIOLATION

$JUZ)BMMooBN
Case closed

University Police responded to a rooftop door
alarm and found the door propped open. Three
students were discovered on the rooftop with
about 4 grams of marijuana and paraphernalia.
Two of the students were referred for disciplinary
action.
Referred for disciplinary action

DRUG LAW VIOLATION/LIQUOR LAW
VIOLATION
Guthridge – 1/17/14 – 2:30 a.m.
Case closed

UPD responded to an administrative search
of a room which was prompted by the earlier
discovery of students on the roof of City Hall. The
search yielded marijuana residue, paraphernalia
and alcohol.
Referred for disciplinary action

SEXUAL ABUSE

City Hall – 1/19/14 – Unknown time
Open case

A female student reported to UPD that she had
been assaulted two days earlier by a subject not
took a statement from her and the subject. The
subject was barred from campus.
Subject barred, investigation ongoing
–Compiled by Benjamin Kershner

SAMUEL KLEIN | PHOTO EDITOR
Visitors tour one of the two main floors of the Washington Auto Show at the Walter E. Washington Convention Center on Sunday. A group of 20
D.C.-area car deals and distributors collaborated to host the first show in 1921. This year, thousands of visitors explored hundreds of new makes and
models from dozens of manufacturers from Lexus to BMW to Ford. The show opened Jan. 23 an will continue until Feb 2.

POPULAR LAST WEEK
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SEAN KEEFER
MEMORIAL
SERVICE

2

Chris Keefer, surrounded
by his wife and two
daughters, spoke at his
son’s memorial service
on Friday.

KEEFER WAS
‘FAR AHEAD’ IN
CLASSES, LOVED
TO CODE

ON GWHATCHET.COM

3

Keefer is remembered by
former classmates and
professors as an extraordinarily
bright and introverted student.

WORTH QUOTING

‘How could someone that young be
that accomplished and confident in
himself, that fired up to help other
people?’ Either he was pulling my
leg, or he was going to be a rockstar.
Sean was a rockstar.
SEAMUS KRAFT, executive director of the
OpenGov Foundation, on his former intern
freshman Sean Keefer, who died last week.

STUDENT FOUND
DEAD IN WEST
HALL
The news first broke
Tuesday night that a
male student was found
dead in his West
Hall room.

WATCH
ONLINE

CRIME LOG
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THIS WEEK
Monday, Jan. 27
Resumé writing for
international students

Wednesday, Jan. 29
Red Cross blood drive

Polish your resumé for summer
internship application season.
Marvin Center Room 402
tQN

Donate blood with GW Red
Cross and help save lives.
Marvin Center Continental
Ballroom
tBN

Thursday, Jan. 30

Sunday, Feb. 2

FOFAC info session

Pancakes with the Provost

Learn more about the Focus on
Fall Abroad Community and get
application information.
.BSWJO$FOUFS3PPN
t/PPO

Register online to join Provost
Steven Lerman for pancakes
and conversation in his home.
Alumnae House, Mount Vernon
$BNQVTtQN

